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Purpose: Manually identifying geographic atrophy (GA) presence and location on OCT volume scans can be
challenging and time consuming. This study developed a deep learning model simultaneously (1) to perform
automated detection of GA presence or absence from OCT volume scans and (2) to provide interpretability by
demonstrating which regions of which B-scans show GA.

Design: Med-XAI-Net, an interpretable deep learning model was developed to detect GA presence or
absence from OCT volume scans using only volume scan labels, as well as to interpret the most relevant B-scans
and B-scan regions.

Participants: One thousand two hundred eighty-four OCT volume scans (each containing 100 B-scans) from
311 participants, including 321 volumes with GA and 963 volumes without GA.

Methods: Med-XAI-Net simulates the human diagnostic process by using a region-attention module to
locate the most relevant region in each B-scan, followed by an image-attention module to select the most relevant
B-scans for classifying GA presence or absence in each OCT volume scan. Med-XAI-Net was trained and tested
(80% and 20% participants, respectively) using gold standard volume scan labels from human expert graders.

Main Outcome Measures: Accuracy, area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, F1 score,
sensitivity, and specificity.

Results: In the detection of GA presence or absence, Med-XAI-Net obtained superior performance (91.5%,
93.5%, 82.3%, 82.8%, and 94.6% on accuracy, area under the ROC curve, F1 score, sensitivity, and specificity,
respectively) to that of 2 other state-of-the-art deep learning methods. The performance of ophthalmologists
grading only the 5 B-scans selected by Med-XAI-Net as most relevant (95.7%, 95.4%, 91.2%, and 100%,
respectively) was almost identical to that of ophthalmologists grading all volume scans (96.0%, 95.7%, 91.8%,
and 100%, respectively). Even grading only 1 region in 1 B-scan, the ophthalmologists demonstrated moderately
high performance (89.0%, 87.4%, 77.6%, and 100%, respectively).

Conclusions: Despite using ground truth labels during training at the volume scan level only, Med-XAI-Net was
effective in locating GA in B-scans and selecting relevant B-scans within each volume scan for GA diagnosis. These
results illustrate the strengths of Med-XAI-Net in interpreting which regions and B-scans contribute to GA detection
in the volume scan. Ophthalmology Science 2021;1:100038 Published by Elsevier on behalf of the American
AcademyofOphthalmology. This is anopenaccess article under theCCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Supplemental material available at www.ophthalmologyscience.org.
Age-relatedmacular degeneration (AMD) is a leading cause of
vision loss in industrialized countries.1 Late AMDhas 2 forms,
atrophic and neovascular; geographic atrophy (GA) is the
defining lesion of atrophic disease.2 Geographic atrophy is
thought to affect more than 5 million people worldwide.3 In
GA, confluent atrophy of the retinal pigment epithelium
(RPE) typically is accompanied by atrophy of adjacent
photoreceptors and choriocapillaris and is associated with
dense scotomata.4,5 For this reason, central GA usually is
accompanied by very poor visual acuity.6 Geographic
Published by Elsevier on behalf of the American Academy of Ophthalmology. This is
an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
atrophy represents an important research priority because no
treatments are available routinely in clinical practice to
prevent its occurrence or to restore lost vision, although
recent trials of local complement inhibition have shown
some success in slowing down its enlargement rate.7,8 In this
context, rapid and accurate identification of eyes with GA
could lead to improved clinical diagnosis and decision
making, enhanced recruitment of eligible patients for future
clinical trials, and eventually to early identification of
appropriate patients for proven treatments.
1https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xops.2021.100038
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A traditional clinical definition for GA (based on clinical
examination or color fundus photography) has been a sharply
demarcated, usually circular zone of partial or complete
depigmentation of the RPE, typically with exposure of un-
derlying large choroidal blood vessels, in the absence of
neovascular changes in the same eye.9 However, recent years
have seen the advent of spectral-domain (SD) OCT10 as an
essential imaging method in ophthalmology. Spectral-
domain OCT volume scans consist of a large number of
2-dimensional images (i.e., B-scans) captured in a raster
pattern to form a cube. As a 3-dimensional imaging method,
SD OCT has advantages over 2-dimensional methods such as
color fundus photography that include detailed characteriza-
tion of the multiple layers of the inner and outer retina at high
resolution.11,12 This allows atrophy to be studied in 3
dimensions and the involvement of specific retinal layers to
be assessed quantitatively. Indeed, an international group of
retinal experts has proposed SD OCT as the reference
standard to diagnose GA.13 The SD OCT term for GA is
complete RPE and outer retinal atrophy (cRORA).

However, diagnosing cRORA on OCT scans sometimes
can be challenging for ophthalmologists, particularly in cases
of early disease, because each of 4 anatomic criteria (i.e., a
region of hypertransmission of at least 250 mm in diameter in
any lateral dimension, a zone of attenuation or disruption of
the RPE of at least 250 mm in diameter, evidence of overlying
photoreceptor degeneration, and absence of scrolled RPE or
other signs of an RPE tear) must be met.13 In addition,
because each SD OCT volume scan consists of a large
number of B-scans (often 100 or more), the diagnostic
process can be time-consuming for ophthalmologists. In this
context, automated deep learning approaches to the detection
of AMD and GA could be highly useful.14e18 Several pre-
vious approaches to semiautomated or automated detection of
GA have been proposed.13 Specifically, several segmentation
algorithms19e21 have used a partial summed voxel projection
of the choroid, relying on the increased OCT signal intensity
observed beneath Bruch’s membrane in GA. With the
development of deep neural networks, which can extract
powerful feature representations automatically, various deep
modelsdincluding convolutional neural networks (CNN),22

sparse autoencoders,23,24 3-dimensional CNNs,25 and
adversarial networks26dhave been applied to segment and
classify GA. However, most of these models have required
ground truth bounding boxes and typically used small
datasets (e.g., fewer than 100 scans) for training and testing.
Indeed, manually annotating bounding boxes is impractical
for large datasets (e.g., more than 1000 volume scans, with
each containing 100 or more B-scans). Moreover, none of
those studies focused on model interpretability, a major
barrier to the widespread adoption of automated machine
learning systems in medical diagnosis and health care.
However, other approaches to annotation have been used in
some studies, with larger datasets in some cases. This
includes GA annotation at the B-scan level,27 which allows
for GA segmentation, and annotation at the pixel level for
features including those constituting cRORA.28 To reduce
annotation costs, deep multiple instance learning
frameworks29,30 first extract features from B-scans using
volume-level labels for OCT classification and then use
2

Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM)31

or Class Activation Mapping (CAM)32 to generate class
activation maps for identifying significant regions in the
B-scan. This process involves 2 separate stages, and it is
different from the human diagnostic process that locates the
most relevant regions in each B-scan, followed by selecting
the most relevant B-scans for classifying GA presence or
absence in each OCT volume scan. Recently, loss-based
attention mechanisms33,34 have been proposed to select
significant regions and to classify images simultaneously
and have demonstrated better model interpretability than
methods with 2 separate stages, but they originally were
designed for 2-dimensional natural images and cannot be
applied directly to OCT scans.

To detect GA directly on OCT scans and also to provide
interpretability for the decision making without any ground
truth bounding boxes, we aimed to develop a novel deep
learning algorithm to simulate the human diagnostic process
and to perform several tasks simultaneously on an SD OCT
volume scan: the localization of GA within each B-scan (if
GA was present in the volume scan), the selection of the
most representative B-scans in each volume scan, and the
diagnosis of GA (i.e., presence or absence in the volume
scan). Specifically, we aimed to train the deep learning
algorithm to do this using only the semantic labels: the
presence or absence of GA at the level of the entire OCT
volume scan. As such, we proposed a novel CNN, namely
Med-XAI-Net (explainable artificial intelligence for medical
images analysis) (Fig 1). Importantly, Med-XAI-Net was
designed to include 2 different loss-based attention modules,
called image attention and region attention. The purposes of
these 2 attention modules, respectively, were (1) to interpret
the contribution of each B-scan in determining GA presence
or absence in a volume scan and (2) to interpret the
contribution of each region for locating GA in a B-scan. The
specific aims of this study were (1) to assess the perfor-
mance of the proposed framework on GA detection at the
level of the entire OCT volume scan and (2) to validate the
interpretation capability of the proposed framework by
comparing its performance with that of ophthalmologists.
Methods

Image Datasets for Training and Testing

The dataset used for this study was from the Age-Related Eye
Disease Study 2 (AREDS2) Ancillary SD OCT Study. The
AREDS2 Ancillary SD OCT Study participants were a subset of
the AREDS2 participants. The study designs and protocols for both
studies were described previously.35,36 The AREDS2 was a
multicenter, phase 3, randomized controlled clinical trial
designed to assess the effects of nutritional supplements on the
course of AMD in people at moderate to high risk of progression
to late AMD. It enrolled participants between the ages of 50 and
85 years with bilateral large drusen or large drusen in 1 eye and
advanced AMD in the fellow eye. At baseline and annual study
visits, comprehensive eye examinations were performed by
certified study personnel using standardized protocols.

The AREDS2 Ancillary SD OCT Study enrolled AREDS2
participants from 4 study sites (Devers Eye Institute, Duke Eye
Center, Emory Eye Center, and the National Eye Institute). The
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study was approved by the institutional review boards of the 4
study sites and was registered at ClinicalTrails.gov (identifier,
NCT00734487). It adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki, and written informed consent was obtained from all
participants. The participants underwent imaging using the
Bioptigen Tabletop SD OCT system (Research Triangle Park, NC)
at each annual study visit, as described previously.35 For each eye,
6.7 � 6.7-mm SD OCT volume scans were captured (with 1000
A-scans per B-scan and 67-mm spacing between each B-scan). The
ground truth grading of the SD OCT scans for the presence or
absence of cRORA or GA was described previously.13,37 In brief,
the OCT scans were displayed with the Duke OCT Retinal
Analysis Program and were graded independently by 2 human
experts, with any disagreement adjudicated by another human
expert. These grades (for the presence or absence of cRORA or
GA at the level of each volume scan) provided the ground truth
labels used for training and testing purposes in this study.

The SD OCT dataset consisted of 1284 volume scans from 311
participants (because participants contributed volume scans from
multiple study visits over consecutive years, with a median number
of 4 volume scans per participant). This comprised 321 volume
scans with GA and 963 without GA. The dataset was split
randomly into 2 independent subsets, the training subset (80%) and
the testing subset (20%); this split was made at the participant
level, so that all volume scans of each participant were in the same
subset. Then, we randomly selected 10% participants of the
training subset as a validation set. This process was repeated 10
times.

Composition of Med-XAI-Net

Med-XAI-Net (Fig 1) was designed as a deep learning model with 3
major parts: (1) a backbone network consisting of multiple
convolutional layers to extract powerful feature representations
from each B-scan; (2) a region-attention layer, which is an atten-
tion module using the parameters of the fully connected layer to
select the region with GA in each B-scan; and (3) an image-attention
layer, which is an attention module with the fully connected layer to
select the B-scans that contributed most to the GA classification for
the volume scan. In addition, we proposed a novel loss function to
guarantee consistency between region or B-scan selection and
volume scan classification during model training. The details of the
backbone network, region-attention module, image-attention mod-
ule, and loss function are shown in Appendix 1 (Supplemental
information). Note that region-attention and image-attention use
the same parameters to calculate the weights of regions and B-scans
as used for classifying volume scans (i.e., loss-based attention).

We adopted a deep model, ResNet26 (which is derived from the
state-of-the-art CNN ResNet5038 and shown in Supplemental
Table 1), as the backbone network. ResNet26 comprises 25
convolutional layers and 1 fully connected layer, comprising a
total of more than 11 million parameters.

Before training, we scaled all images to a resolution of 224 �
224 pixels and augmented each image with random translations
({Dx, Dy} w [e16, 16]). We trained our model using the PyTorch
platform. During the training stage, we updated the model pa-
rameters using the Adam optimizer for every minibatch of 1 vol-
ume scan (i.e., 100 B-scans) because labels were available only at
the level of each volume scan. In total, we trained the model for
100 epochs using a learning rate of 10e4 for the first 50 epochs and
10e7 for the second 50 epochs. During the first 50 epochs, we used
only the region-attention module for model training, while
assigning each B-scan the same weight; during the second 50
epochs, we used both the region-attention and image-attention
modules to update the model parameters. All experiments were
conducted on a server with 48 Intel Xeon CPUs, using an NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti 32Gb GPU for training and testing, with
754 Gb available in RAM memory.

Performance Evaluation and Comparison

To evaluate the performance of Med-XAI-Net on classifying GA
presence or absence on SD OCT volume scans, we compared its
performance with that of 2 popular methods: (1) Baseline, which is
a baseline method that uses ResNet26 directly for volume scan
classification and assigns equal weight to the B-scans in each
volume scan and to the regions in each B-scan; (2) Inflated 3D
Convnet (I3D),39 which is a 3-dimensional CNN based on Incep-
tion40; and (3) AttentionNet, which adopts a state-of-the art
attention mechanism,41 namely, gated attention. Specifically, 2
gated-attention modules are embedded into ResNet26 for region
and image selection, respectively (i.e., using a similar structure to
that of Med-XAI-Net). Gated-attention uses different parameters to
calculate the weights of regions and B-scans from those used for
classification of volume scans. In this way, gated attention differs
from the loss-based attention described above for Med-XAI-Net.
For fairness, both Baseline and AttentionNet adopt the same
experimental setting as Med-XAI-Net. Overall accuracy, area
under receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, F1 score,
sensitivity, specificity, and precision-recall (PR) curves were used
to evaluate the performance of Med-XAI-Net and the 2 compara-
tive methods against the ground truth of human exert grading. All
trained models used the softmax function to generate binary pre-
dictions (where the class with the highest output was selected).

To assess the performance of Med-XAI-Net in providing
interpretability, that is, in selecting the relevant B-scans from a
volume scan and localizing GA within a B-scan, we first randomly
selected 100 different volume scans from the testing sets
comprising 50 negative and 50 positive cases (i.e., we randomly
selected 5 negative and 5 positive volume scans from each testing
set, ensuring that no duplicates were present). For each trained
model applied to each volume scan, the weights of each B-scan in a
volume scan and of each region in a B-scan were recorded. Next,
we selected the 5 B-scans with the highest weights in each volume
scan and the region (of size 64 � 64 pixels) with the highest weight
in each B-scan. Three ophthalmologists independently evaluated
these selected B-scans and regions without access to any additional
clinical information. Specifically, (1) to evaluate the performance
of Med-XAI-Net in B-scan selection, the ophthalmologists recor-
ded GA presence or absence in each volume scan based on the 5 B-
scans selected, that is, recorded as GA present in the volume scan if
at least 1 B-scan showed GA; and (2) to evaluate the performance
of Med-XAI-Net in GA localization, the ophthalmologists recorded
GA presence or absence in each B-scan based on the selected re-
gion, that is, more than half of the GA or cRORA should be in the
selected region. If at least 2 of the ophthalmologists recorded GA
as present in the volume scan, GA was recorded as present; if not,
GA was recorded as absent.
Results

Performance of Med-XAI-Net in Identifying the
Presence or Absence of Geographic Atrophy in
Spectral-Domain OCT Volume Scans

The mean performance metrics of the 4 models in correctly
classifying GA presence or absence from SD OCT volume
scans are shown in Table 1. Med-XAI-Net achieved the
highest overall accuracy (0.915), area under the ROC curve
(0.935), F1 score (0.823), and specificity (0.946) among the
3
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed framework, Med-XAI-Net, for detecting geographic atrophy in a SD OCT cube scan by mining the relevant B-scans
and regions. [ai1 ai2 . . . aim e 1 aim] denotes the weights of region logits [pi1 pi2 . . . pim e 1 pim] in the ith image, and [a1 a2 . . . an e 1 an] represents the weights
of B-scan logits [p1 p2 . . . pn e 1 pn]. m and n are the number of regions in each B-scan and the number of B-scans in each cube, respectively.
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4 models. Its sensitivity (0.828) was intermediate between
that of AttentionNet (0.796) and Baseline (0.853). Baseline
obtained the highest sensitivity (0.853), but the lowest
specificity (0.729). Additionally, I3D achieved a much
better performance than Baseline, probably because
3-dimensional CNNs can capture more useful structural
information than 2-dimensional CNNs. Figures 2 and 3
show the ROC and PR curves of the 4 models on GA
classification at the level of volume scans, respectively.

Interpretability: the Performance of Med-XAI-Net
in Identifying the Representative B-Scans and
Localizing of Geographic Atrophy

Table 2 shows the performance metrics of the
ophthalmologists in correctly classifying GA presence or
absence at the level of the volume scan, based on either all
B-scans, only the 5 B-scans selected by Med-XAI-Net, or
only 1 region of 1 B-scan (both selected by Med-XAI-Net)
using the testing set of 50 positive and 50 negative volume
scans. Alongside these are shown the performance metrics of
Med-XAI-Net on the same testing set based on all B-scans.

As shown in Table 2, the performance of the
ophthalmologists was essentially identical when using
either all B-scans or only the 5 B-scans selected by Med-
XAI-Net as most representative. In the former case, the
performance metrics were 96.0%, 95.7%, 91.8%, and
100.0% for accuracy, F1 score, sensitivity, and specificity,
respectively. In the latter case, the metrics were 95.7%,
95.4%, 91.2%, and 100.0%, respectively. The performance of
the ophthalmologists was lower (driven by lower sensitivity)
when using only the 1 region of 1 B-scan selected by
Table 1. Performance of Med-XAI-Net and 3 Comparative Meth

Method

Accuracy
(95% Confidence

Interval)

Area under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic Curve
(95% Confidence Interval)

Baseline 0.764 (0.727e0.802) 0.770 (0.732e0.808)
I3D 0.895 (0.875e0.919) 0.932 (0.915e0.949)
AttentionNet 0.858 (0.831e0.885) 0.876 (0.848e0.934)
Med-XAI-Net 0.915 (0.905e0.928) 0.935 (0.917e0.953)

I3D ¼ Inflated 3D Convnet.

4

Med-XAI-Net compared with using all B-scans or the 5 B-
scans. In this case, the metrics were 89.0%, 87.4%, 77.6%,
and 100.0%, respectively. The performance metrics of Med-
XAI-Net on its own were 91.0%, 90.5%, 86.0%, and 96.0%,
respectively. Figure 4 presents 3 representative examples of
volume scans with GA present; in each case, the 5 B-scans
selected by Med-XAI-Net from the volume scan are
shown, as well as the region with GA selected by Med-XAI-
Net from the B-scan.
Which Attention Module Is More Important?

Table 3 shows the performance of Med-XAI-Net in correctly
classifying GA presence or absence according to 3 different
versions of Med-XAI-Net: (1) region attention, that is, using
only the region-attention layer; (2) image attention, that is,
using only the image-attention layer; and (3) dual attention,
that is, using both layers. Med-XAI-Net with region attention
generally obtained almost the same performance metrics as
Med-XAI-Net using dual attention. For all performance
metrics, the absolute difference was less than 1%. Given the
size of the test set and the overlapping 95% confidence in-
tervals, these very small numerical differences do not seem
meaningful. This strongly suggests that the region-attention
module is a key contributor for correctly classifying the
volume scans for GA presence or absence. However, because
performance was not meaningfully lower with dual attention
than with region attention, there seems to be no substantial
tradeoff between performance and interpretability. Hence,
with dual attention, interpretability is gained without mean-
ingful loss of performance.
ods on the Full Testing Sets of Spectral Domain OCT Scans

F1 Score
(95% Confidence

Interval)

Sensitivity
(95% Confidence

Interval)

Specificity
(95% Confidence

Interval)

0.705 (0.673e0.737) 0.853 (0.827e0.879) 0.729 (0.684e0.774)
0.797 (0.759e0.835) 0.855 (0.815e0.897) 0.912 (0.885e0.937)
0.752 (0.726e0.778) 0.796 (0.771e0.813) 0.880 (0.849e0.911)
0.823 (0.799e0.846) 0.828 (0.784e0.872) 0.946 (0.933e0.959)



Figure 2. Receiver operator characteristic curves of 4 deep models on the
full testing sets of spectral-domain OCT volume scans. AUC ¼ area under
the receiver operating characteristic curve; I3D ¼ Inflated 3D Convnet.

Table 2. Performance of Ophthalmologists on a Subset of the Full
Testing Sets of Spectral Domain OCT Scans

Method Data Accuracy F1 Score Sensitivity Specificity

Ophthalmologists Volume 0.960 0.957 0.918 1.00
B-scans 0.957 0.954 0.912 1.00
Region 0.890 0.874 0.776 1.00

Med-XAI-Net 0.910 0.905 0.860 0.960

The table shows the full volume scan (first row), 5 B-scans selected by Med-
XAI-Net from the volume scan (second row), 1 region of 1 B-scan selected
by Med-XAI-Net from the volume scan (third row), and performance of
Med-XAI-Net on the full volume scan (fourth row). In total, 100 volume
scans are from the testing sets, comprising 50 negative and 50 positive
cases.
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Discussion

Table 1 demonstrates that the proposed framework, Med-
XAI-Net, achieved superior performance to that of
ResNet26 and AttentionNet. This is because Med-XAI-Net
effectively can select relevant B-scans in each volume scan
and relevant regions in each B-scan (as shown in Table 2),
but Baseline and AttentionNet easily generate classification
bias, for example, Baseline often misclassifies OCT scans
without GA as having GA present (i.e., high false-positive
rate), whereas AttentionNet sometimes misclassifies OCT
scans with GA as not having GA (i.e., false-negative re-
sults). Additionally, I3D can obtain almost the same area
under the ROC curve and superior sensitivity to Med-XAI-
Net, and it has slightly worse performance on accuracy, F1
score, specificity, and area under the PR curve. Regarding
the relative performance of Med-XAI-Net and I3D, although
Figure 3. Precision-recall curves of 4 deep models on the full testing sets of
spectral-domain OCT volume scans. I3D ¼ Inflated 3D Convnet;
PR-AUC ¼ area under the precision-recall curve.
most of the performance metrics of I3D were numerically
inferior, no statistically significant difference was found in
the area under the ROC curve and area under the PR curve
metrics of the 2 algorithms. In terms of interpretability, the
proposed method is still more beneficial. Inflated 3D
Convnet could be combined with Grad-CAM to provide
interpretable predictions; however, in contrast to our pro-
posed method, this would involve 2 separate stages: (1)
training a model to extract features from volume scans for
OCT classification and (2) using GradCAM to generate
class activation maps to identify significant regions in the B-
scan. Hence, it could not simulate the human diagnostic
process (i.e., locating the most relevant region in each B-
scan, followed by selecting the most relevant B-scans for
classifying GA presence or absence in each OCT volume
scan), thereby potentially decreasing model interpretability
on decision making. Table 3 implies that region attention
was a key contributor for Med-XAI-Net to classify OCT
volume scans correctly. This means that locating GA was
more relevant for GA diagnosis than B-scan selection and
that image attention for B-scan selection is used primarily to
reduce the workload of ophthalmologists with interpreting
the significance of B-scans.

Several previous attention-based deep multiple instance
learning methods,41,42 which embed attention mechanisms
using auxiliary layers into neural networks, also can be
used for B-scan and region selection. However, their
interpretation capability usually is inferior to that of loss-
based attention mechanisms33,34 because they use different
parameters to calculate the weights of regions or B-scans
from those used to classify the volume scans, potentially
leading to inconsistency between B-scan or region selection
and volume scan classification, that is, the selected region
or B-scan does not contain GA for the volume scan with
GA. Med-XAI-Net develops the loss-based attention mech-
anism33,34 to maintain consistency between selection and
classification. Importantly, unlike the previous loss-based
attention mechanism that only contained one attention mod-
ule for region selection, the proposed Med-XAI-Net used 2
different attention modules simultaneously for region and
B-scan selection. Moreover, we proposed a new and different
loss function (equation (3) in Appendix 1) in this work to
connect the region or B-scan selection with the volume scan
classification to maximize this consistency.
5



Figure 4. The selected images and located geographic atrophy (GA) by Med-XAI-Net. Each row represents 1 volume scan with 5 selected images, in which
1 box with a size of 64 � 64 is to locate GA.
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The proposed method has potential clinical applicability
in assisting physicians and other health care professionals
with the detection of GA from OCT scans. For retinal
specialists and general ophthalmologists in routine clinical
practice, this may lead to increased accuracy and earlier
diagnosis of GA (because detecting cRORA is sometimes
challenging, particularly in early cases), as well as increased
speed of workflow (because scrolling through many B-scans
is time-consuming). In addition, the method’s ability to
localize GA to the most relevant B-scans (and affected re-
gions) has several advantages: in addition to saving time, it
assists the physician with disease characterization (e.g.,
assessing central involvement) and interpretability (to
ensure the physician agrees with the diagnosis). For other
health care professionals such as optometrists, detecting GA
would prompt referral to retinal specialists; this will become
Table 3. Ablation Study of Med-XAI-Net o

Method

Accuracy
(95% Confidence

Interval)

Area under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic Curve
(95% Confidence Interval)

Region attention 0.920 (0.904e0.937) 0.942 (0.925e0.958)
Image attention 0.732 (0.621e0.842) 0.791 (0.700e0.890)
Dual attention* 0.915 (0.905e0.928) 0.935 (0.917e0.953)

*Denotes Med-XAI-Net using both region-attention and image-attention layer

6

increasingly important as therapies to slow GA enlargement
become approved and widely available. In addition, outside
routine clinical practice, the proposed method could be
applied at scale to large datasets of OCT scans. This could
be used, for example, to estimate the prevalence and inci-
dence of GA in population-based or other epidemiologic
studies or to identify individuals from datasets in a clinical
setting who are eligible for a particular clinical trial or a
licensed therapy.

This potential clinical applicability may differ partially
from that of methods described in some recent studies. For
example, the studies described above, based on GA annota-
tions at the B-scan level27 or AMD-related features at the pixel
level,28 may have overlapping but partially distinct potential
clinical applicability. In particular, these methods allow for
GA segmentation or quantification, which is advantageous in
n Spectral Domain OCT Volume Scans

F1 Score
(95% Confidence

Interval)

Sensitivity
(95% Confidence

Interval)

Specificity
(95% Confidence

Interval)

0.829 (0.800e0.858) 0.820 (0.783e0.857) 0.953 (0.942e0.964)
0.584 (0.439e0.730) 0.704 (0.602e0.805) 0.734 (0.616e0.860)
0.823 (0.799e0.846) 0.828 (0.784e0.872) 0.946 (0.933e0.959)

s.
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some clinical or research scenarios. For example, they may
allow estimation of GA enlargement over time (an important
end point in clinical trials), and so may be particularly useful
in the reading center and academic settings. Overall, we
consider that these 2 sets of methods may be complementary
in their applicability.

Limitations and Future Work

One potential limitation of Med-XAI-Net arises from the
imbalance of the volume scans in the dataset, where volume
scans without GA outnumber those with GA. This may have
contributed to the relatively lower sensitivity (Table 1). This
limitation might be addressed by using 2 different
augmentation methods (e.g., the translation method used
in this study, together with another method, such as
AutoAugment43 with rotation and shearing) to augment
volume scans and increase the number of volume scans
with GA or by generating soft labels for volume scans
with GA so as to leverage their diagnosis information.

The second limitation of Med-XAI-Net is relatively
worse performance on GA localization (demonstrated by the
lower performance of ophthalmologists on classifying GA
presence or absence from 1 region selected by the model).
One contributing factor may be that, in these relatively large
B-scan images, areas without GA are likely to outnumber
substantially those with GA, which makes this task rela-
tively difficult. Additionally, areas without GA may be
learned easily and unconsciously as noisy features, which
could lower the GA classification performance. One
possible solution is to use preprocessing image techniques
to enhance the most relevant regions for GA detection or
denoising methods to alleviate the effects of irrelevant re-
gions before feeding images to the network.

Finally, Med-XAI-Net is validated only for GA diag-
nosis using SD OCT volume scans in this work because of
the limitation of available data sources. It would be inter-
esting in future studies to apply Med-XAI-Net to different
diseases and various imaging methods to investigate its
potential generalization capability further. We also
recommend that other groups evaluate Med-XAI-Net for
GA diagnosis from SD OCT volume scans from multiple
diverse sources.

An important aspect in the future will be optimization of
the operating point, based on the ROC curve, to maximize
clinical applicability for particular task and setting. Addi-
tionally, in the future, it would be promising to extend Med-
XAI-Net to 3-dimensional CNNs to explore the possibility
of obtaining better classification and interpretability per-
formance. Also, we aim to improve the model performance
further by incorporating multiple other techniques, such as
augmentation, soft labels, and preprocessing image tech-
niques. Moreover, we plan to apply Med-XAI-Net to AMD
diagnosis based on multimodal imaging, that is, by using
SD OCT scans and color fundus photographs in
combination.
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